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About me
We started the COME ON OVER show for one
simple reason: to reignite the art of hospitality. 

From showcasing beautiful flowers to creating
warm and welcoming home decor to cooking
amazing recipes, we want to help our viewers
feel comfortable hosting people for any type of
gathering. 

Ultimately, we want to learn how to do those
extra touches that make guests in our home feel
special. Isn't that something we all need in our
society today? And isn’t that the best feeling in
the world? The answer is "yes."

— Christine Schaub
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Product Review,
Unboxing, or 
Demo Video
We will create an entire show featuring your product or
service! Send us a sample and Christine will review it or use
it as a demonstration in an upcoming show. Of course, your
logo and website will be featured prominently.

$500

Sponsored Video(s)
"This episode is brought to you by...YOUR NAME HERE!" 
You will be the EXCLUSIVE featured sponsor in an
upcoming episode that fits your niche. Christine will
mention you AT LEAST 2 times in the episode plus your
logo and website will be displayed.

$300

Personalized Promotion
We know everyone's needs are unique so we will take
the time to create a promotional package that meets
your specific goals. Just email us at
comeonovershow@gmail.com! 

PARTNER WITH US!

10x higher content interaction than competitors

Over 11,600 followers with over 150,000 reel views 
in the last 90 days!



We will create five different reels for Instagram, Facebook,
and YouTube shorts for your product or service and post at
our best times. 

$800

10 reels/shorts $1600

Social Media PLUS
Sponsorship
Let’s do it! 
Just email us at comeonovershow@gmail.com! 

Social Media Posts

5 reels/shorts

We will create ten different reels for Instagram, Facebook,
and YouTube shorts for your product or service and post at
our best times. 


